Accessing oncology information at the point of care: experience using speech, pen, and 3-D interfaces with a knowledge server.
Oncologists' information needs arise at diverse times and settings. For example: "Is superior vena cava syndrome a medical emergency?" Our collaborative group is developing a system that supports an interface with combinations of spoken, gestural, and simulated three-dimensional manipulation to help an oncologist focus on the information need, not the system. The system requires a small amount of input from the oncologist, and then anticipates what information is pertinent to the patient at hand, based on the sources it has available. The system makes use of a "Knowledge Server" to find relevant information. The Knowledge Server uses selected data for the particular patient from a Computer-based Patient Record (CPR) to provide context for the information needs. The Knowledge Server leverages the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) resources as well as relevant communications standards. A layered, interaction protocol is used to help manage the fulfillment of information needs. Each of the oncology knowledge sources is transformed into a uniform representation that utilizes both its formal schema (e.g., its table of contents) and its concepts and words indexed through the UMLS Metathesaurus. Our focus on the appropriate use of information from a CPR, and on anticipating oncologists' information needs, resulted from our study of several longitudinal patient scenarios. We believe that our use of scenario-based design techniques will help to ensure the system's success.